The Querelle du coloris – the ‘quarrel of colour’ – was a debate that arose within the context of the monthly ‘conférences’ held at the Académie royale de peinture et de sculpture in Paris, beginning with rumblings of disagreement during the first series in 1667 and erupting into open controversy in 1671. The present lecture, while glancing at the later history of the argument and recalling the debates that preceded it, especially in Rome, will concentrate on the specific case of Paris and draw on the considerable surviving documentation. In some respects the controversy appears futile, in others merely puzzling: for everyone agreed that both drawing and colour were indispensable to painting. But in the rationalist intellectual climate of the time it was inevitable that one or other should be considered the essential, primary or defining quality of painting, while the other was in some sense subordinate. Temperamental and even moralistic differences too separated those who preferred the logic of line from those who were drawn to the sensual qualities of colour. Initially, the first group held up Raphael as their hero and the second Titian (echoing earlier Italian debates); but as the tone grew increasingly heated, the two parties updated their references to the more contemporary figures of Poussin and Rubens. Support for Rubens became implicitly a criticism of the Academy, whose hero was Poussin, although as we shall see the academic style was less faithful to Poussin’s example, and owed more to that of Rubens than it cared to admit.
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